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Thorstenson’s Lazy TV Ranch focuses on raising trouble-free, performance seedstock on the family ranch near 
Selby, SD. Current ranch owners are Vaughn Thorstenson, Brian Begeman and Gina Goetz.  

The Thorstenson family started raising cattle in north central Walworth County with Vaughn’s great grandfather in 
1885. In the mid 1970s, Vaughn’s father, Ken, added registered cattle to the operation and the Gelbvieh cattle quickly 
moved to the top of the herd as the most functional cattle with the best disposition. Ken was one of the first breeders 
in the United States to import Gelbvieh semen and seedstock to expand the herd.

By 1975, they were selling bulls privately each spring and in 1982 their first annual production sale was held at St. 
Onge Livestock. In 1984, they established their annual sale on the first Saturday in March at Mobridge, SD and moved 
it to the ranch near Selby in 2011. 

They have been blessed to own and breed some of the greatest herd sires in the Gelbvieh breed through the years 
including Minnesota Double, a breed performance trait leader for more than 15 years, and Lazy TV Sam U451 and 
Lazy TV Watchman, who were two of the most heavily used bulls in the breed.

In 1993 they added Angus cows from several well-known breeders in an effort to diversify the offering to include 
Angus and Balancer bulls. An extensive AI program, utilizing leading sires, was used to build the Angus herd.

In 2009, a GrowSafe Feed Efficiency System was installed to monitor the Residual Feed Intake of the animals on 
test to determine which genetics are most feed efficient. Around 250 head are tested annually, including many of the 
sale bulls.

In 2020, they incorporated Simmental genetics to produce SimAngus and offer more hybrid opportunities to their 
customers, believing that Gelbvieh and Simmental offer the best two crossbreeding options in the industry  for use 
on Angus cattle.

Maternal traits are stressed in the operation with close attention to fertility (a no second chance policy for open  
females in a 25-day breeding period for heifers and 55 days for cows), feet and udder quality and disposition. This 
attention to maternal traits has moved them to number one herd in the nation for number of distinguished Dams of 
Merit/Distinction in the Gelbvieh breed in 2019, 2021 and 2022!

Lazy TV Ranch has been producing seedstock for 40+ years and has sold cattle to more than 25 states and 3 for-
eign countries, making them one of the premier breeders in North America.

Follow us
“Lazy TV Ranch”




